Observation and symmetry-based coherent control of transient two-photon absorption: the bright side of dark pulses.
We present and experimentally demonstrate for the first time the observation and femtosecond coherent control over the temporal evolution of a transient population that is excited via nonresonant two-photon absorption. Based on symmetry properties of the two-photon absorption process, the exciting femtosecond pulses are phase-shaped to photoinduce different evolutions of the transient excited population for a given final excited population. As a study case, we focus here on the attractive case of two-photon dark pulses that, although inducing zero final population (hence, the terminology of "dark pulses"), they induce a transient excited population during the pulse irradiation that can significantly deviate from zero. This nonzero transient population can be viewed as the bright side of such dark pulses. The symmetry-based coherent control is demonstrated first with dark pulses that we shape to induce transient excited population that at all times is kept below different target levels. Then, it is further demonstrated with pairs of dark pulses where one is rationally shaped to induce temporal evolution of the transient excited population that is the inverse of the evolution induced by the other. The work is conducted in the weak-field regime with the sodium atom as the model system. The approach developed here is general, conceptually simple, and very effective.